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Diabetic Striatopathy: A Rare Movement Disorder as First Clinical Manifestation of Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus
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Abstract

disease occuring as hemichorea (involuntary, continuous,

Diabetic striatopathy is uncommon movement disorder

rapid and abrupt contractions that affect half of the body)

which is described by characteristic clinical (hemichorea

or more severe form as hemiballismus on contralateral

and hemiballismus) and neuroimaging finding (hyper

side of the lesion with the neuroimaging abnormalities6-9

intensity in T1W with hypointensity in T2W and FLAIR

in form of striatal hyper intensity on T1-weighted

in basal ganglia of contralateral side ) usually occurring as

magnetic resonance images(MRI) and hypointensity on

a late neurological complication of type 2 diabetes

T2WI/FLAIR.After

mellitus in non ketotic hyperglycemic patients . In this

hyperglycemia is second most common cause of

case report we discussed about this rare entity as first

hemichorea and hemiballismus10,11.Most of patients of

clinical manifestation of type 1 diabetes mellitus in a

diabetic striatopathy were having DM type 2 and some

young male patient with its clinical presentation, related

case were

pathophysiology and management. We also highlighted

clinical presentation

the significance of early diagnosis of this reversible

2 diabetes mellitus12, But here we report a case ,

condition.

presented
Diabetic

Hemiballismus,

Non

striatopathy,
ketotic

Hemichorea,
hyperglycemia,

vascular

causes,nonketotic

reported as chorea or ballismus as initial

with

movements

symptoms

(hemichorea,

of type
of

sudden

hemiballismus)

involuntary
as

initial

presentation and also diagnosed with DM type 1

Type1diabeties.

simultaneously.

Introduction

Case Report

Diabetes mellitus refers to a group of common disorders

A 22 year old male patient with no previous medical

that share the phenotype of hyperglycemia .The common

history presented in our hospital with non rhythmic

complications of diabetes mellitus that involving the

involuntary choreiform movement of sudden onset in the

nervous system are cranial mono neuropathies and

right upper and lower extremity for last 10 days. There

peripheral polyneuropathy .Diabetic striatopathy (chorea,

were also complain of increase frequency of micturition

hyperglycemia , basal

Is rare

and increase thirst.On physical examination the patient

disorder of poor metabolic control of DM

had normal higher mental function with normal power and

which may be present at beginning or during course of the

sensation in the right upper and lower extremities, with no

movement

ganglia

syndrome) ,
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additional focal neurologic deficit. Deep tendon reflex
were normal in both upper and lower limb with plantar
bilaterally flexor along with presence of choreiform and
ballistic movement in right upper and lower limbs. Non
contrast CT was performed and demonstrated hyper
attenuation of the left basal ganglia predominantly in
caudate nucleus and putamen, shown in fig. 1.
Non contrast MR imaging of the brain demonstrated T1
hyperintensity in the left basal ganglia with hypo intensity
in T2 and FLAIR images corresponding to the area of
hyper density seen on the preceding CT scan, without
generating vasogenic oedema or mass effect as shown in

Figure 3

figure 2,3,4.
Figure 1: Axial non contrast CT demonstrates increased
density within the LEFT basal ganglia, involving
predominantly the putamen and caudate nucleus and the
unilateral lesion would be less likely for other metabolic
diseases, or prior toxic/global anoxic injury.

Figure 4

Figure 2,3,4: Axial T1 weighted MRI suggested of hyper
intensity in left basal ganglia and hypointensity in
T2/FLAIR MRI in left Basal ganglia corresponding to the
area of hyper density seen on the preceding CT scan.
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Figure 2
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On admission, lab investigations were random blood

poisoning24.History

sugar-419mg/dl, urine ketones were negative.HbA1c level

laboratory results are generally sufficient to differentiate

was significantly elevated at 11.7% with low C-peptide

these diagnosis

level.

Conclusion

Patient was given insulin and symptomatically improved

Diabetic striatopathy which is a rare syndrome with

after blood sugar control and he was discharged within 12

characteristic

days after admission with subsiding of the movements.

movements) and neuroimaging findings T1 hyperintensity

Discussion

in Basal ganglia of contralateral side of movements seen

Diabetic striatopathy typically presents as Hemichorea

in setting of nonketotic hyperglycemia mostly in elderly

,Hemiballismus which are unilateral movement disorder

women but it is advisable to measure of blood sugar in

occurred by uncontrolled Diabetes mellitus in the setting

patients presenting with these type of movement disorder

of nonketotic hyperglycemia in which lesion affecting the

even in early age group as it is reversible condition with

contralateral Basal ganglia (striatum)4,13. Symptoms may

normalisation of blood sugar level.

be bilateral. Nonketotic hyperglycemia is second most
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